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Abstract - During the last decade the exponential expansion of the Internet has had an enormous impact on the tertiary education sector. The new technology has brought a significant improvement in communication within the academic community and has improved students’ learning experiences. However, one of the most important factors in forming the engineering graduate qualities is the practical component of the engineering curriculum. Many software packages have been developed for the simulation of real experiments and although very useful, none of them are as effective as learning from undertaking real experimental work. Remote laboratories offer all the advantages of the new technology, but are often a poor replacement for real laboratory work. In this paper we present a remote laboratory called NetLab, developed at the University of South Australia. With its specially designed graphical user interface it offers students all the advantages of a real laboratory environment.
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INTRODUCTION

In September 2001 a team of four academics from the School of Electrical and Information Engineering at the University of South Australia won one of three Teaching and Learning Grants offered by the University. The aim of the proposed project was to develop an online remote laboratory (NetLab), which would be used by both academic staff for teaching and demonstrations during lectures and by students for conducting their practical assignments. The NetLab would allow a real physical system, set in a laboratory, to be remotely controlled from a PC (personal computer) via the Internet using virtual instruments. The system would also allow experimental data to be collected and transferred to the remote user for further analysis. The user would then be able to view experimental results and analysis outcomes on a computer screen, display the results on the lecture theater screen, or submit the results in electronic form for assessment. The proposed project would be developed for the delivery of undergraduate and postgraduate programs onshore and offshore.

Before we submitted our project proposal we researched numerous web sites, mostly universities’ home pages, that offered online experiments. At the time only a few remote controlled experiments were found, but many virtual experiments were available worldwide. A comprehensive overview of virtual experiment sites can be found at http://www.unisa.edu.au/eie/project/ or http://130.220.37.60/project/index.htm.

The first remote laboratories were control engineering and robotics laboratories [1]-[2]. Lately, remote laboratories have become more common in other engineering fields. Most of these new laboratories [3]-[6] utilize LabVIEW Web server developed by National Instruments. We believe that this particular software significantly reduced the required effort for the development of remote laboratories and therefore initiated rapid increase in their numbers. There are also large scale systems like Cyberlab [7] and PEARL[8], which network several remote laboratories into unified facilities. However, many of the existing remote laboratories do not give the user a feeling of real presence in the laboratory. Our primary aim in developing the NetLab was to give students, as primary users, the impression of working in a real laboratory. For this purpose we have developed a special graphical user interface (GUI) that will be described later in this paper.

Using results from our research and experience from conducting experiments at our School, in this paper we compare real laboratories, virtual laboratories and remote laboratories. We also present an example of a well-designed virtual laboratory and the NetLab as an example of a well-designed remote laboratory.

TRADITIONAL AND ALTERNATIVE METHODS OF PERFORMING EXPERIMENTAL WORK

One of the most important factors in forming the engineering graduate qualities is the practical component of the engineering curriculum. The professional engineering community expects engineering graduates to develop practical skills during their undergraduate educational experience. We assess that work in the engineering laboratory environment provides students with opportunities:

- to test conceptual knowledge
- to work collaboratively
- to interact with equipment
- to learn by trial and error
- to perform analysis on experimental data
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Work in a real laboratory imposes time and physical boundaries both for students and academic staff. It requires significant scheduling effort and financial investments. Lately, universities are strongly advocating for the introduction of modern technology and the option of online delivery of courses both for internal and external students. Universities not following this trend are considered archaic [9] and are less likely to attract students and obviously cannot compete for distance education students. Universities are therefore investing in computing infrastructure and consequently leaving less financial support for modernizing general-purpose engineering laboratories. Thus incorporating new technology, even though it has many benefits, leaves students with less practical skills.

What are the alternatives? The three most common alternatives at present are:

- Video tape or CD with a recorded experiment
- Simulation or Virtual Laboratory
- Remote Laboratory

Despite its usefulness, a video lacks interactivity and does not provide students with hands-on experience. The second alternative is a virtual laboratory, which provides a simulated environment. Many software packages have been developed for the simulation of real experiments. The simulators proved themselves to be beneficial:

- for effective explanations of theoretical concepts
- for conducting experiments step by step
- as an interactive medium
- as flexible, easy-to-use tools
- as a low cost alternative
- because of no time and physical restrictions

Although well designed virtual laboratories can be very useful and simulations are indispensable in deepening students’ conceptual understanding they are generally considered as poor replacement for the practical work in the real laboratory.

Remote Laboratories (RL) are a relatively new development concept but their numbers are exponentially increasing due to recent technological progress and availability of tools for their design. They certainly represent the best alternative to working in a real laboratory because if properly designed they can offer students:

- a tele-presence in the laboratory
- to perform experiments on real equipment
- to collaborate
- to learn by trial and error
- to perform analysis on real experimental data but also
  - a flexibility in choosing time and place for performing experiments

The main advantages and disadvantages of each type of laboratory are summarized in Table I. It has to be noted that some of the listed advantages are achieved only in well designed laboratories. Therefore, the listed advantages are only potential and up to the designer to achieve them, which certainly requires knowledge of the material and evenly important knowledge of didactic issues.

Nevertheless, many RLs hardly offer a realistic laboratory environment. Apart from being able to obtain real measurement data, students have the same feeling as performing a simulation. Therefore, in the following section we would like to present the remote laboratory called NetLab at the University of South Australia, the NetLab. We believe that NetLab is currently the best example of a realistic laboratory environment online.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Laboratory Type</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real</td>
<td>realistic data</td>
<td>time and place restrictions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interaction with real equipment</td>
<td>requires scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>collaborative work</td>
<td>expensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interaction with supervisor</td>
<td>supervision required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual</td>
<td>good for concept explanation</td>
<td>idealized data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no time and place restrictions</td>
<td>lack of collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>interactive medium</td>
<td>no interaction with real equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>low cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote</td>
<td>interaction with real equipment</td>
<td>only “virtual presence” in the lab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>calibration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>realistic data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>no time and place restrictions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>medium cost</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A DESCRIPTION OF NetLab

The NetLab basic architecture is shown in Figure 1. The system allows several users to conduct experiments remotely at the same time. They can control remote instruments over the Internet using a web client. On the other side, the system includes server software, written in LabVIEW programming language developed by the company National Instruments. The server processes users' commands and controls the programmable instruments through the IEEE 488.2 interface also known as the GPIB (General Purpose Interface Bus).

The server can retrieve measurement data from the equipment and send them back to the client when requested by the user. A video camera allows users to see the equipment and to monitor the execution of their commands. The camera has its own built-in server and enables the live broadcasting of events in the remote laboratory. The server allows multiple users to communicate via a chat room. This provides students with an opportunity to work on experiments collaboratively. The NetLab server also interacts with the UniSAnet server databases in order to restrict access to students enrolled in the required courses.

The system allows visitors access to the remote laboratory during the designated time slots when not used by students. For this purpose the NetLab booking system is developed. Up to three students can book the same time slot to work collaboratively on the same experiment. Lecturers have access to the system all the time for the purpose of demonstrations in the class.

This particular structure allows NetLab to give students an impression as if they are working in a real laboratory, which was one of the main objectives of the design. However, one of the main features that provide this impression of working in a real laboratory is the design of the client graphical user interface (GUI). A typical example of the NetLab client GUI is shown in Figure 4. Most other remote laboratories use a schematic GUI, or text based interface where a user is required to type the input data needed for the experiment. The NetLab GUI uses the photographic images of the equipment in the laboratory. Also, control buttons on the front panel of the equipment are animated in such a way to give the remote user an impression as if they are really pressing or turning around these buttons.
EXAMPLE

Here we would like to use an exemplary experiment to show three ways of performing this experiment. The experiment is a typical 1st year experiment for students enrolled in electrical and information engineering programs. The aim of the experiment is to obtain a frequency response plots of a simple low pass RC filter. A standard set of equipment is shown in Figure 2, which includes resistor, a capacitor, a function generator and an oscilloscope.

The best interactive virtual application for this experiment was found at the Agilent education corner web site [10]. The interface for this virtual experiment is shown in Figure 3. It uses images of real equipment but does not animate control buttons. However, it animates connections of the electrical circuit on a breadboard and the connections of oscilloscope probes to the correct points in the circuit. The simulator guides students step by step through the processes of assembling the circuit, setting-up the equipment and performing the measurements like students would do it in a real laboratory. The procedure is supported by numerous questions that appear on an animated "blackboard" aiming to promote students' understanding of the background theory.

This is an example of a well designed virtual laboratory and without doubt represents a very useful, easily accessible teaching and learning tool. However, it does not allow students to acquire and perform analytical analysis on real measurement data. It also restrictively guides students to avoid any mistakes. Although this reduces students' frustration it creates a misconception about the work in a real laboratory and prevents students from learning by trial and error. In our teaching we use this virtual experiment as a preparation only, without an ambition to replace a real laboratory, for which it well serves its purpose.

The NetLab GUI shown in Figure 4 allows students to interact remotely over the Internet with the real equipment shown in Figure 2 that is placed in one of the laboratories at the University of South Australia. In the bottom right-hand corner students can find a number of instruments they need to set up the experiment. A photographic image of a selected instrument appears enlarged in the main working window - top left corner. When clicking on the power button, the client software establishes a communication link with the selected instrument through the Internet and then through the NetLab via GPIB port. The NetLab server then transfers all following commands from the client to the instrument. Students use animated buttons to set up the instrument and can watch the effect of each of their actions via a live video from the web camera as shown in the top right-hand corner of the GUI in Figure 4. As the camera is not used for reading any measurement data, the live video can be switched off at any time to rationalize the use of resources in case the system becomes slow. Students can move and focus the camera on different instruments or can zoom out and observe the whole laboratory if they wish. This freedom has no effect on executing the experiment, but certainly gives students an impression of being present in a real laboratory. The measurement data are obtained on the request of a user via GPIB interface and are electronically sent to the user through the Internet. The user can then save the data in a local file and use software like MATLAB® (a product of The MathWorks company) to analyze results of the experiment.

The NetLab allows students to collaboratively work on experiments. All students have an opportunity to control instruments and the web camera. Therefore, to avoid chaos it is necessary for students to communicate with each other and negotiate who will do what. For this purpose a chat window is provided in the bottom left-hand corner. In addition the system broadcasts all actions of all users in the bottom middle window. This prevents users to inadvertently change instruments' settings but also gives users a feedback about their actions so they can monitor the response of the system to their actions.

We believe the remote laboratory, NetLab, as described here, gives students a very realistic impression of laboratory work, which was one of the main aims of the project. However, we also believe that students’ work in a real laboratory is a valuable and indispensable experience. Our
previous experience shows that students value the "real thing" as well as the student-teacher interaction and that the virtual classroom cannot completely replace the real classroom [11]. Therefore we propose to use the NetLab only to partially replace laboratory work. This means, students will do some experiments in the real laboratory and others using NetLab. Students will also be able to use NetLab to repeat experiments done already in a real laboratory in order to check their results or perform measurements they had missed for various reasons. This is certainly the advantage that students rarely had before due to the limited time they could spend in the laboratory or unavailability of the staff for additional supervision. The NetLab is also planned to be used by students for preparation before they come to the laboratory to do experiments. Familiarizing with equipment always takes a significant time in the laboratory and with the NetLab realistic GUI students can practice using the equipment either on-line or off-line.

Currently, circuits in the laboratory for all NetLab remote experiments have to be pre-wired. However, working in an electrical laboratory students gain valuable experience in wiring and troubleshooting circuits. This option is planned to be added as part of the NetLab. A switching device, matrix, will be implemented to allow students to remotely assemble circuits and connect instruments. The NetLab is now in its prototype stage and remote controlled experiments are already embedded in two 1st year engineering courses. The formal evaluation of the NetLab is yet to be conducted at the end of the 1st semester of 2003, in mid June. However, we collected the feedback from a group of volunteer students who conducted the first remote control experiment using NetLab. They were asked to write comments on each question in the survey rather than to just select yes/no answer. Here is a brief summary of students’ responses: Students were highly satisfied with the booking procedure and some very positive comments were made about the possibility to choose their own time for experiments. Majority of students preferred the evening and night time slots, especially for repeating experiments on their own. Not everybody agreed that mastering the NetLab interface was easy. But they commented that after some time controlling the equipment via the Internet was not difficult anymore.

Majority of these students did not agree that using the NetLab was very similar as conducting the real experiments in the laboratory. Some students admitted spending some time just playing around with the camera and commented that this was an enjoyable "part" of the experiment. Students praised the chat window as a very useful tool in communication among members of a group working together, but the common requirement was for the addition of the audio communication. Most students commented that they booked again a time slot be able to repeat the experiment alone. This is probably the most valuable advantage of a remote laboratory over the real laboratory because it is nearly impossible for students to come back to the laboratory and repeat the experiment. They commented that repeating the experiment contributed to their learning and better understanding of operation of instruments. However majority of students preferred to work in the real laboratory and to be able to wire the circuit themselves.

FIGURE 4
THE NETLAB CLIENT GUI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the advantages and the disadvantages of three options that are currently available to students in order to gain practical experience. Without doubt the experimentation in a real laboratory is irreplaceable, but there are certainly aspects that make this option difficult to implement and in some cases, like distance education, impossible to support. We may also ask the question: how much does an average student benefit from working in a real laboratory under the pressure of limited time, without enough knowledge to troubleshoot the equipment and the opportunity to repeat the measurements at the later stage?

The first alternatives to real laboratory work are virtual laboratories. Although much criticized they certainly have a number of advantages over real laboratories. Apart from improvement of accessibility, these advantages include a pedagogical advantage of a well designed virtual laboratory of being able to better explain difficult theoretical concepts in the study field of concern. On the other hand, software development of a good virtual laboratory may involve a significant investment of effort and the real laboratory may be in some cases at least a short term preferred option.

The second alternative is a remote lab, which allows distant users to perform experiments on real equipment usually over the Internet. Recently, many remote laboratories have been developed and there are many more to appear in the near future. However, our research shows that majority of them use text based interface for entering input parameters and therefore would be a poor replacement for real laboratories. For our remote laboratory, NetLab, as described in this paper, we developed a unique graphical user interface that gives students a feeling of "being there".

Generally speaking, virtual and remote labs have a significant advantage over the real laboratories because of their flexible accessibility. Virtual laboratories may have some pedagogical advantages over both real and remote laboratories and should be seriously considered when pedagogical issues are important [12]. They also provide safe learning environment for experimentation with dangerous equipment [13].

In conclusion, there is no simple answer to the dilemma which laboratory is the best for engineering students? All types of laboratories offer certain advantages. We believe that engineering students should be offered through the duration of their programs a balanced mixture of real, virtual and remote labs. We suggest this balanced mixture for standard four year engineering programs should have:

- a higher weighting towards the simple real and virtual labs in the first year,
- equal waiting of all three in the two mid years (2\textsuperscript{nd} and 3\textsuperscript{rd} year)
- and higher waiting towards the real labs and remote labs with sophisticated equipment in the final year.
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